THE PALM PATTERN

in Berlin Wool and Filet

FOR A SQUARE OTTOMAN, CUSHION, SOFA PILLOW &.

Expressly Designed for the

“ENGLISHWOMAN’S DOMESTIC MAGAZINE.”
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Grid Size: 193W x 193H
Design Area: 13.79" x 13.79" (193 x 193 stitches)

Legend: Stitches
■ DMC Cotton 310 black
• DMC Cotton White white
○ DMC Cotton 973 canary - br
□ DMC Cotton 966 baby green - md
× DMC Cotton 666 christmas red - br
❖ DMC Cotton 3773 desert sand - md
× DMC Cotton 155 blue violet - md dk
◆ DMC Cotton 632 desert sand - ul vy dk
★ DMC Cotton 950 desert sand - lt